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Moderato.

"Now listen, my daughter," said
We know there's a rose in this
old farmer Lee.
This world can be made what we want it to be.

And every thing grows just like peaches and pears.
We wish for the things that were really denied.
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Even our sorrows and cares
That's why we're not satisfied,
Remember the sun shine was made for us all
The rich and the poor and the
den and you own a part
And each day is sunny with
big and the small
When you fall in love dear with somebody nice
love in your heart
The city folks say that we farmers are fools
Remember your Daddy's advice.
But dearie just follow these rules.
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CHORUS.

Plant all your roses, without any thorns

Plant all your sunshine and rain, Plant all your wishes in spring, The harvest may bring you a

ring, Plant all your kisses on
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one fellow's lips
Plant all your love from the
start,
If he looks good to Mother don't
look for another, But plant yourself into his

1.

heart.

2.

heart.
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1. Always take a girl named Daisy.
2. When I first met you.
3. Underneath the Cotton Moon.
4. That Naugthy Melody.
5. I'm coming back to Dixie and You.
7. Curly Head.
8. If he looks good to mother, don't look for another.
10. Ragtime Wedding Bells.
11. Wait until we're married.
12. That Syncopated Boogie Boo.
13. I'll build a wall around Loveland.
15. San-Fran-Pan-American March.
17. In Ellland, for piano by Bendix.
18. Waggle Wag, Syncopated Waltz.
20. Fountain of Love Waltz, by Johnson.